
Introduction

The standard conservative treatment for single level

cervical disorder which is non-responsive is Cervical Disc

Arthroplasty (CDA) or Anterior Cervical Discectomy and

Fusion (ACDF).1,2Adjacent segment disease and dysmotility

in fusion distance were seen in the patients who were

treated with ACDF. As an alternative, in order to preserve

movement in distance and disc height, to avoid fusion

development and to conserve normal segmental lordosis,

cervical disk prothesis were designed.3,4 However,

randomised clinical controlled trials comparing the surgical

results of two different methods have remained limited and

controversial. The aim of the study was to evaluate the

effectiveness and safety of cervical arthroplasty and ACDF

methods by a randomised clinical trial.

Patients and Methods
The randomised clinical trial was conducted at the

neurosurgical clinic of University of Harran, Turkey,

between February 2009 and January 2010. The patients

had single level disc disorder between C4-C7 levels.

Before surgery, all of the patients had taken medical

treatment with no improvement. Surgery was conducted

with anterior approach, and disc prosthesis or

polyetheretherketone (PEEK) cage for fusion were applied

after patients were randomly divided into two groups. For

preoperative and postoperative clinical evaluations Neck

Disability Index (NDI) and Visual Analogue Scale (VAS)

were used. Surgical results were evaluated according to

Odom's criterion as 'excellent', 'good', 'mean' and 'bad'

depending on the resolution, improvement, persistence

of preoperative symptoms and findings (Table-1);5 and

'excellent' and 'good' results were accepted as successful.

P<0.05 was taken as statistically significant.

Radiological examination was done by preoperative and

postoperative plain and functional radiographies.

Measurements were taken from various perspectives:

cervical lordosis in neutral position and in flexion and

extension cervical lordosis was measured between C2 and

C7 according to Cobb.6 In the follow-up, new bone
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Table-1: Odom’s criteria.

Excellent All postoperative symptoms and abnormal findings get better. 

Good Preoperative complaints continue slightly, abnormal findings are the same

or get better.  

Mean No specific betterment in postoperative symptoms, other symptoms are the

same or slightly better. 

Bad Symptoms and findings are the same or increase.



formation in anterior and posterior of vertebral corpus and

collapse in operation spacing (>2mm)7 were evaluated. In

flexion-extension position, >2° movement in lateral

graphy was accepted as pseudoarthrosis.8,9 Adjacent

segment disease was considered as developed in patients

who came with upper level or level-of-disc disorder

established clinically or radiologically in two years. 

Clinical and radiological (NDI, VAS, cervical lordosis)

parameters were analysed by Mann-Whitney U test. Chi

square test was used for the evaluation of surgical success. 

Results
Of the 42 patients in the study, 23(54.76%) were treated

with ACDF, and 19(45.23%) with Cervical Disc Arthroplasty

(CDA). The mean age of ACDF patients was 46.2±4.7 years

while that of CDA patients was 43.1±6.1 years. In none of

the patients any major surgical complications such as
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Table-2: The operation levels.

Levels ACDF CDA Total

C4-C5 3 3 6

C5-C6 11 10 21

C6-C7 9 6 15

Total 23 19 42

ACDF: Anterior Cervical Discectomy and Fusion.

CDA: Cervical Disc Arthroplasty.

Table-3: The preoperative-postoperative are value VAS average and NDI average.

ACDF CDA P-value

Preoperative VAS 8.2±0.34 7.8±0.34 P=0.92*

Postoperative VAS 3.1±1.08 2.9±1.11 P=0.86*

Preoperative NDI 29.2±1.01 28.2±1.14 P=0.23*

Postoperative NDI 13.6±1.08 13.2±1.91 P=0.11*

*The analysis of the clinical data did not show any significant differences between CDA and ACDF

groups.  (p >0.05).

ACDF: Anterior Cervical Discectomy and Fusion.

CDA: Cervical Disc Arthroplasty

VAS: Visual Analogue Scale.

NDI: Neck Disability Index.

Table-4: Relaxation in postoperative symptoms using Odom's Criteria.

ACDF CDA

Excellent 5 4

Good 14 12

Fair 3 2

Poor 1 1

Success of surgery (=Exellent+good) 23 (%82.60) 19 (%84.21)

ACDF: Anterior Cervical Discectomy and Fusion.

CDA: Cervical Disc Arthroplasty.

Figure-1: The implant on vertebra corpus skidded into the posterior.

Figure-2: The patient was operated upon and was given polyetheretherketone (PEEK)

cage instead of disc prosthesis.



oesophageal perforation, neural or vascular injuries

occurred.

The operation level was C4-C5 in 3(13%) ACDF patients

and 3(15.7%) CDA patients. It was C5-C6 in 11(47.8%)

patients and 10(52.6%) CDA patients; C6-C7 in 9(39%)

ACDF patients and 6(31.5%) CDA patients (Table-2).

In the 23rd month of the postoperative phase, in 1(10%)

C5-C6 patient of the CDA group, the implant on vertebra

corpus skidded into the posterior (Figure-1). There was no

neurological deficit, but there was pain on the right side

starting from shoulder towards forearm medialis. The

patient was shifted to PEEK cage instead of disc prosthesis

(Figure-2).

Two-year follow-up evaluated the preoperative-

postoperative VAS and NDI averages (Table-3). There were

no statistical differences between postoperative mean

VAS score (p<0.86) and NDI scores (p<0.11) in the two

groups. Average decrease in lordosis angle was 1.2 degree

in Arthroplsty group, while it was 1 degree in the Fusion

group. Postoperative adjacent segment degeneration was

not detected in either group.'

On Odom's criterion, the surgery in 19(82.6%) ACDF

patients and 16(84.2%) CDA patients was considered a

success. 

Discussion
There are two surgical treatments of cervical disc disorder:

ACDF and CDA. The latter was developed in recent years

to protect movement and to prevent adjacent segment

disease. But no clear results are available about the

superiority of one method over the other in randomised

clinical studies. For ACDF, systems like allograft, autograft,

cage (titanium, PEEK), graft+plaque+screw are used.

Today for fusion, mostly PEEK anatomic cervical cage is

used. Also, some in vitro studies were done about PEEK

cages for biological accordance, the absence of cytotoxic

and mutagenic effects,10 non-absorbable property and

corrosion situation against resistance. In these studies, it

was proved that PEEK cages are secure biomaterial for

intermediate ring11 and the flexibility is similar with

bones.12We also used PEEK cage in the study.

The most important disadvantage of ACDF is the loss of

movement in fusion segment and it was thought that

there was a development of adjacent segment

degeneration and instability due to this. Because of this,

using of disc arthroplasty as an alternative treatment is

increasing. Some authors suggested that adjacent

segment was found higher in ACDF. Two reasons were

reported for this. The first reason was the protection of

disc height in CDA and spinal dynamism reducing

movement difficulty in adjacent segment.13 The second

reason was fusion providing higher stress in adjacent

segment and speeding up disc degeneration.14,15 Recent

studies show that CDA is a secure alternative.16,17

However, the results of comparative studies with ACDF

should be discussed since the accepted superiority of

CDA in theoretical base cannot be established. A meta-

analysis18 showed that CDA group has lower risks of

reoperation related to adjacent-segment degeneration

although there was no statistically significant difference in

NDI neck and arm pain scores. In three systematic reviews

comparing this to surgical methods produced

controversial results.  In these studies, fusions were made

of different grafts and different cages, plaques and

plaque-screw systems were used. The compared disc

prostheses also were of different systems.19-21 In our

study, PEEK cage for fusion, osimplant Byrain disc

prosthesis was used for arthroplasty.

In literature, dysphagia was found higher in ACDF.22 The

reason is believed to be related to over-retraction and

dissection.23 Since we used PEEK cage, there was no  such

complication seen in either group.

Although there are fewer results of neck pain scores, in

these studies arthroplasty results are better.19 Again in

some of these studies the success rate is higher.19 The

high percentage of success of cervical arthroplasty was

connected to the rareness of overloading and the stability

of intervertebral pressure due to this. However, the

patients having serious facet degeneration generally are

not put into arthroplasty group. Most of the studies in

literature are related to adjacent segment surgery. One

study reported that 3 out of multi-centred 276 patients in

arthroplasty group and 9 out of 265 patients in fusion

group were operated for adjacent segment disease.24 On

the other hand, another study25 detected adjacent

segment disease in the same ratio in a multi-centred

group of 269 patients. In our study, no operation was

done in both groups for adjacent segment disease. The

most important reason of this was the single-centre

nature of the study. However, it was reported that the

fusion done with PEEK cage is better than the other fusion

methods.26

Some clinical studies reported that the results are equal or

better than ACDF in cervical arthroplasty.19However, such

results are limited because of the usage of different fusion

methods, different disk prostheses and different surgical

indications. Yet there are no studies about the life of

prostheses used in arthroplasty. There was no differences

in surgical results in our two groups.
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There are several limitations in our study. First, the

number of patients was small. Second, there was no

extended follow-up to evaluate the differences between

the two methods, larger randomised controlled trials and

long-term follow-up are recommended.

Conclusion
The existing standard treatment of surgery for

symptomatic cervical disc disorder is  anterior cervical

decompression. There was no statistical difference in

surgical and radiological results between ACDF and CDA

groups in the study. However, it is still uncertain whether

CDA is more effective and safer than ACDF. 
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